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15 September
Orange SA (ORA) offered to acquire Spanish broadband provider 
Jazztel Plc (JAZ) for about 3.4 billion euros ($4.4 billion) in cash, marking 
the French carrier’s biggest takeover attempt in almost a decade.

Apple Inc. (AAPL)’s new larger-screen iPhones topped 4 million in pre-
orders in the first 24 hours, surpassing earlier releases as demand for the 
smartphones outstrips supply.

The dollar weakened against most major peers and government 
bonds climbed before the Federal Reserve reviews interest rates. Most 
Asian stocks fell while metals rebounded.

Australia’s central bank said it will monitor risks from rising property 
prices as policy makers reiterated a period of stability in record-low 
interest rates.

16 September
Barclays Plc (BARC) hid the role of high-frequency traders in its dark 
pool even after the bank said it had shut off clients who engaged in 
suspect activity, New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman said.

Microsoft Corp. (MSFT) increased its dividend by 11 percent and is 
replacing two longtime directors when they retire this year, as Chief 
Executive Officer Satya Nadella puts his own stamp on the software 
maker.

Asian stocks rose, halting the regional index’s longest slump in 12 years, 
while industrial metals climbed and Chinese money-market rates slid 
as the country’s central bank boosts stimulus. The dollar rose before 
the Federal Reserve reviews interest rates.

Saudi Arabia will need to keep cutting oil output to sustain prices 
above $100 a barrel, even after the kingdom’s largest reduction in 
two years, according to BNP Paribas SA and Societe Generale SA.

18 September
U.K. stock-index futures advanced as investors awaited the outcome 
of a referendum on Scotland’s independence, with preliminary results 
signaling the three-century-old union will remain intact.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. (BABA), the e-commerce company 
started in 1999 with $60,000 cobbled together by Jack Ma, cemented 
its status as a symbol of China’s economic emergence by raising $21.8 
billion in a U.S. initial public offering.

The Philippines shut government offices, financial markets and schools 
in the capital and nearby areas as a storm caused heavy rains and 
flooding.

Kokusai Asset Management Co. is betting the British pound will join 
the U.S. dollar in benefiting from higher real yields than the yen and 
the euro.

19 September
Hedge funds extended this year’s longest exit from bullish gold bets 
as slumping prices and investor outflows since June erased $6.7 billion 
from the value of exchange-traded funds backed by the metal.

Former U.S. Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers called for a “major” 
plan to boost the country’s economic growth and said borrowing to 
fix aging infrastructure would help lower the jobless rate.

Most Asian stocks rose as New Zealand shares climbed after the 
government was returned in an election and Alibaba Group Holding 
Ltd. (BABA) surged in its U.S. trading debut. Brent crude oil fell with 
copper and silver.

The biggest rally in Thailand’s small-capitalization companies in more 
than a decade has propelled shares to bubble levels, according to 
the nation’s largest brokerage.

17 September
Voters in Scotland will today decide whether to seek independence 
from the U.K. in a ballot that could spell the end of a three-century-old 
union that once dominated the world from America to Australia and 
trigger a new era of self-determination across Europe.

The Federal Reserve stuck to its pledge to keep interest rates near 
zero for a “considerable time” after it stops buying assets, even as 
it outlined a strategy to exit from six years of unprecedented easing.

South Korea plans to spend a record 376 trillion won ($363 billion) 
next year and delay reaching a surplus by at least 2 years as the 
government increases support for a slowing economy.

The dollar climbed versus most peers, reaching levels against the yen 
not seen since the collapse of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., after the 
Federal Reserve raised estimates for interest rates. Oil and Asian bonds 
slipped while Chinese stocks retreated.
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